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APPAREL
The X-ADV is ready for action anytime, anywhere, so it’s important that you are too.
Our latest range of apparel has everything you need to turn city riding into a real adventure.
From armoured jackets equipped with reflective collars to a choice of summer and winter
scarves, there’s something to suit every rider.

HONDA TUCANO JACKET
0 8 T U C -J C K- 1 7
€199
-----------------------------------

Sizes: S | M | L | XL | XXL | XXX
The Honda Tucano Mesh Field Jacket features
CE approved D3OTM elbow and shoulder
armour, along with a pocket for back armour.
Add in our innovative REFLACTIVE® SYSTEM,
offering collar and wrist visibility on demand,
and you have a jacket that offers ultimate
protection wherever the adventure takes you.
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HONDA TUCANO RAIN JACKET
0 8 T U C -J C K- R N
€65
-----------------------------------

Sizes: S | M | L | XL | XXL
The Honda Tucano Packable Rain Jacket is a
lightweight, breathable, waterproof layer made
from our innovative HYDROSCUD® technology.
It features a rear-reflective motorcycle print to
offer improved visibility at night. And when the
sun is shining, you can tuck your jacket into the
dedicated bag provided and carry it over your
shoulder with ease.
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HONDA TUCANO WINTER
SCARF

HONDA TUCANO SUMMER
SCARF

Sizes: ONE SIZE
The Honda Winter Scarf was designed to keep
avid riders on the road in even the coldest
conditions. It features a two-loop construction
to avoid flapping while riding, as well as a
handy pocket for any valuables.

Sizes: ONE SIZE
The Honda Summer Scarf is made from a
lightweight, breathable material that offers
reliable wind protection without making you
too warm. It also features a practical two-loop
construction to avoid flapping while riding.

08TUC-WIN-SCARF
€25
-----------------------------------

08TUC-SUM-SCARF
€ 23
-----------------------------------

ACCESSORIES
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HONDA TUCANO ENDURO
GLOVES
0 8 T U C - G LV - 1 7
€39
-----------------------------------

Sizes: S | M | L | XL | XXL
The Honda Tucano Enduro Glove is designed
for the modern adventurer, with finger touch
inserts that allow you to easily access your
smartphone without removing your gloves.
There’s also a synthetic suede fabric on the
palm for ultimate comfort and grip, while
padded inserts on the fingers, knuckles and
back add protection.

HONDA TUCANO CARGO
TROUSERS

HONDA TUCANO RAIN
TROUSERS

Sizes: S | M | L | XL | XXL | XXX
The Honda Tucano Cargo Trousers feature our
innovative REFLACTIVE® SYSTEM to provide
on-demand visibility on the side pocket and
legs. Combine this with our CE approved
D3OTM knee armours and Aramid fibre inserts
on the knees, hips and buttocks and you have
the perfect blend of comfort, safety and style.

Sizes: S | M | L | XL | XXL
The Honda Tucano Packable Rain Trousers
are made using our innovative HYDROSCUD®
technology to offer windproof, waterproof,
breathable riding without the weight. They
feature reflective prints to improve visibility
in dark conditions, and when the riding
day is done, you can tuck them into the
dedicated bag provided and carry them over
your shoulder with ease.

0 8 T U C - PA N - 1 7
€179
-----------------------------------

0 8 T U C - PA N - R N
€39
-----------------------------------
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SIZING GUIDE
Take a look at our handy guide below to see which size is the perfect fit for you.

JACKETS
SI ZE

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXX

Italy

46

48

50

52

54

56

Belgium, France,
Portugal, Spain

42

44

46

48

50

52

Germany, Netherlands

44

46

48

50

52

54

United Kingdom

36

38

40

42

44

46

Japan

38

40

42

44

46

48

Height (cm)

172

176

180

184

188

192

Breast (cm)

93

97

101

105

109

113

T R O U S E R S – All measurements are in centimetres
SI ZE

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXX

Waist
Length

84
102

87
106

89
108

94
109

99
110

104
112

G L O V E S – All measurements are in centimetres
SIZE

S(8)

M(8.5)

L(9)

XL(10)

XXL(11)

Hand Length (A)
Hand Circumference (B)

18.2
20.3

18.7
21.6

19.2
20.4

20.4
25.4

21.5
27.9

Products with different sizes will have the size letters added to the end of the product code. For example: A product in XL has the code 08TUC-JCK-17-XL.
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The specific details of this brochure do not apply to any particular product supplied or offered for sale. Manufacturers reserve the right to vary specifications,
including colours, with or without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort,
however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. Consult your Dealer for details regarding the specifications of any
featured product. This publication shall not constitute - under any circumstances whatsoever - an offer by the Company to any individual. All sales are made
by the Distributor or Dealer subject to and with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sale and Warranty provided by the Distributor or Dealer, copies
of which may be obtained upon request. While efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in
advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a
particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specific details with the supplying Dealer, especially if a selection is dependent upon one of the
features advertised. Images in this brochure show optional accessories that are not standard equipment. Please contact your local dealer for information
and specifications. Please note that the fuel consumption figures provided are results obtained by Honda under standardised testing conditions prescribed
by WMTC. Tests are conducted on a rolling road using a standard version of the vehicle with only one rider and no additional optional equipment. Actual fuel
consumption may vary depending on how you ride, how you maintain your vehicle, weather, road conditions, tyre pressure, installation of accessories, cargo,
rider and passenger weight, and other factors. You accept that if you do go ahead and make a purchase or enter into any kind of transaction, whether for
payment or not, you did so entirely in reliance on your own skill and judgement and not on that of anyone else.
RIDE WITH STYLE Read the owner’s manual thoroughly. Get to know your machine and its capabilities. Concentration assists anticipation. Observe other road
users’ movements. Brake in plenty of time. Always wear a helmet and quality kit, ride fit and NEVER after drinking alcohol. Images shown in this brochure
include some off-road riding carried out by professional riders in a controlled environment which should not be replicated on public roads. Good roadcraft
and courtesy identify the skilled and stylish rider. Honda endorse the law that all helmet visors must comply with BS 4110. Visors that transmit less than 50%
of visible light cannot legally be used on the road.
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Please don’t bin me.
Pass me on to a
friend or recycle me.

Honda Motor Europe sources
paper responsibly from
manufacturers within the EU.

